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MAI
ILIA ECKARDT

The organic structure of the fully knitted Mai collection originates from the design philosophy of creating 
intense connection between people and nature, incorporating elements of nature into design. Designer 
Ilia Eckardt’s contemporary approach to traditional knitting techniques results in this sophisticated leaf 
inspired texture that subtly plays with directions, showcasing experimentation in the design.

POUF SQUARE
05582-12

POUF RECTANGULAR
05584-12
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FABRICS & MATERIALS

Explore our mater ia ls  and fabr ics us ing our product  conf igurator  avai lable on each product  page of  our  websi te

MATERIALS

Vilex Weave
Vilex material is composed of solution-dyed PVC-coated polyester. This characteristic not only grants 
Vilex products outstanding UV resistance but also imparts effortless cleanability due to the non-absor-
bent nature of the yarns. These yarns facilitate rapid drying and exhibit stain-repelling qualities. Every 
item crafted from Vilex undergoes a manual weaving process, contributing to an artisanal aesthetic 
and ensuring the distinctiveness of each product.

MATERIAL

12-Hemp

PROTECTION COVERS
For each item a cover is available that protects the furniture against dirt. These covers in grey colour are made 
of PU coated polyester which is water-repellent and UV-resistant. Thanks to their excellent breathable qualities 
the covers reduce condensation and heat build-up, helping to prevent the formation of mold and mildew. Nev-
ertheless, they are not 100% waterproof. Always make sure that furniture, cushions and covers are completely 
dry before covering furniture.

MAINTENANCE

Vilex Weave
Vacuum the material regularly to remove loose dirt. Clean with a garden hose and remove stubborn stains with 
Synthetics Super Cleaner. To protect against stains, Synthetics Protector can be used which applies an invisi-
ble film.

HOW TO MAINTAIN YOUR FURNITURE

SYNTHETICS SUPER CLEANER
D9922

SYNTHETICS PROTECTOR

D9921
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

36 cm
14.17''

100 cm
39.37''

100 cm
39.37'' 05582 MAI pouf 100x100

36 cm
14.17''

50 cm
19.69''

100 cm
39.37''

05584 MAI pouf 100x50

MAI POUF SQUARE
art.nr 05582-12

MAI POUF RECTANGLE
art.nr 05582-12

ARTICLE NR. ARTICLE BOX CONTENT BOX DIMENSIONS VOLUME
GROSS WEIGHT 
BOX

05582-12 POUF SQUARE 1 110x110x46cm
43.25x43.25x18”

0.6
21.2

20
44.1

05584-12 POUF RECTANGLE 1 110x55x46cm 
43.25x21.75x18”

0.3
10.6

12
26.5

PACKING LIST
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Explore our collection of featured content, including images, videos, and social media assets, all available 
on our website. To access a wider variety of content, you’ll encounter an extensive range of 2D and 3D 
files to enhance your creative projects.

BE INSPIRED


